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IDENTIFICATION AND ESTIMATION IN BINARY CHOICE MODELS 

WITH LIMITED DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

1. Introduction 

By 

Lung-Fei Lee 

In handling the statistical problems of choices among finite 

discrete outcomes, many models have been suggested and-studied. 

Among these, the most well known are the linear probability model, 

Probit analysis (6] and Logit analysis (3]. In these models, 

probability functions which assign probabilities to various dis

crete outcomes are estimated. The probabilities vary over subjects 

under study. They depend on the attributes of outcomes and the 

characteristics of subjects. These methods have long histories 

and are used extensively in the literature of bioassay. In economics, 

they became popular in recent years. In an excellent paper, 

McFadden (24] gives rigorous theoretical interpretations based 

on consumer behavioral analysis for those techniques. McFadden 

summarized his findings and empirical analysis in a recent book 

on urban travel demand with Domencich (4]. Most of these models, 

however, do not involve simultaneous structures. In certain cases, 

decisions are based on the possible outcomes under alternative 
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choices and observed outcomes are final outcomes of the decision 

process. So decisions and outcomes are interrelated. While 

there are many possible ways to formulate these relationships 

our main concern is in normal probability models. 

In this paper, we will specify probit models with continuous 

endogeneous variables or limited dependent variables. While some 

of those specifications are not new (see Maddala and Nelson [22], 

Westin [28]), our concerns are in the identification and estimation 

in those models which have not been explored. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a binary 

choice model with limited dependent variables is discussed. We 

discuss the identification problems involved in this model and 

suggest two stage estimation methods to get consistent estimates. 

With the consistent estimates available, simpler maximum likelihood 

procedures are then developed. In Section 3, we prove the consis

tency of a two stage probit estimator. In Section 4, we extend 

the binary choice model to cases with multivariate limited dependent 

variables and switching simultaneous equations. In Section 5, we 

point out some special cases in our models and some empirical 

applications. 
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2. Binary Choice Model with Limited Dependent Variables. 

In many binary choices, possible outcomes will influence 

decisions which are realized as the choices are made. So those 

outcomes are not exogeneous but are endogeneously determined. 

While there are several possible specifications (see Westin [28], 

Maddala and Nelson [22]) available, we are interested in the following 

model. 

In this model, the error terms are serially independent, normally 

distributed with zero mean and covariance matrix E , 

2 
£It °1 °12 ° liT 

E - cov £2t - °21 
2 

°2 °2v 

IVt °lv °2v 0 2 
v 

Also we assume that the binary outcome can be observed, i.e. sample 

separation is available. But the endogeneous variables Y
t 

will 

1 be observed only if the choice is made. 

Since the endogeneous variables Ylt and Y2t are involved 

in the decision process and are outcomes of the final choice, observed 

values of Ylt and Y2t are limited dependent. The limited dependent 

notion is similar to Tobin [27]. Given the exogeneous variables X
t

, 

the population distributions of Yit (i· 1, 2) are normally distri

buted, but the observable distribution is truncated. 

.. 
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Since the endogeneous variables are included in the dedsion 

process, the system as a whole is a simultaneous equation system. 

It is different from the usual simultaneous equation system in 

econometrics, however, as one of the dependent variable is dichotomous. 

As in usual simultaneous equation model, we can expect the model 

will not be estimable without more restrictions on parameters. In 

our model we will show that there are more serious identification 

problems. 

The above model can be written in the switching model as 

follows, 

iff 

iff 
r; s r; s 

ZJ..+ X -L!.+X -L1.< 
t a* 1t a* 2t a* Eot 

where and 

This switching model can be regarded as reduced form of the original 

system. Since sample separation is available, there is no difficulty 

in identifying the parameters of the reduced form and hence the 

parameters The identification problem will occur 

only in the structural decision function and the parameters of 

disturbances in the system. A more detailed study of this switching 

model is reported in Lee [15] and Lee and Trost [18]. 
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The decision function in reduced form is a probit model 

Coefficients y, ~l and can be identified only up to a 

positive proportion. As the reduced form 

to identify is the parameters ~, 
l';1 

a* 

suggests, what we try 
l';2 
a* instead of y, (,;1' 

(,;2. However, even these parameters can not easily be identified 

without further restrictions. To simplify the expressions, let 

us consider zero order type restrictions only. For general linear 

restrictions, similar analysis can. be applied. L 
a* 

The parameter 

(,;1 '2 
a* and a* cannot be identified if the vector of exogeneous 

variables Zt contains all the exogeneous variables in Xlt and 

X2t • To achieve identification, some exogeneous variables in 

Zt have to be excluded in the decision function. 

To simplify the notation, let us denote 

X1t • [Zt' Wt ] and X2t = [Zt' Wt ] . 

Thus the equations Y1t and Y2t can be written as 

where 61 - (610 , 611) and 62 - (6,0' 621), The vector Wt is 

a vector of exogeneous variables whose elements are included in 

either Y1t or Y2t but not in the decision function. Combining 

common terms in the decision function, we have 
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Denote and 

From this probit model, Cl and C2 are identifiable and since 

we can investigate identif~cation 

of the parameters 

also identifiable, 

L r;l r;2 
0*' a* and o~ under these equations; 

and 

• 

From these relations, the parameters r;l/o*, r;2/0*, Y/o* are 

identifiable if and only if [all' 621 ] has full column rank, 1.e., 

rank equals 2. A necessary condition is that at least two exogeneous 

variables which appear in the Xlt or X2t are excluded from 

Zt. These conditions are thus similar to the rank condition and 

order condition for usual simultaneous equations models. 

Finally it remains to consider identification of parameters 

2 in the residuals. From the reduced form the parameters 01 - var(£lt)' 

and O2£ • cov(£2t£ot) are 
o 

identifiable. However, as pOinted out in Lee and Trost [18], 
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a12 will not be identifiable from the reduced form. As all the 

parameters in L are involved in the expressions for 

and 02 ,identification 6f these parameters can be investigated. 
e:o 

The explicit relations between these parameters are as follows, 

-

o 2 v ... (-) 
a* 

From these three equations, we can not identify four unknown 

parameters a12 , a /a* v 

Under additional assumptions that a12 - 0 , the parameters 

a 2v a
v 

a* ' and a* will be identifiable. When a12 • 0, we 

have 

alv + ( 21) 2 --a ale: a l a* 
0 a* 

a2v 
+ 

i;2 2 -. a2£ (--) a2 a* 
0 a* 
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and 

Under the alternative assumption that vt is independent 

of e: It and e: 2t ' parameters 0 12 and o /0* v will be identifiable 

whenever 1;1 :f 0 or 1;2 :f 0 • If I; .. 0 
1 and Z; = 2 0, the system 

will be exactly the reduced form and 0 12 will not be identifiable. 

Let us now consider the estimation of this model. If Ylt 

and Y
2t 

are always observable, we have in fact a recursive system 

3 involving continuous and dichotomous endogeneous variables. If 

and are mutually independent, we have a full 

recursive system and the estimation procedure will be straightforward. 

Coefficients of a can be estimated by ordinary least squares and 

y , r; can be estimated by the probit maximum likelihood method. 

This limited information maximum likelihood procedure is also a 

full information maximum likelihood procedure. However when Ylt 

are limited dependent, disturbances are 

truncated and straightforward least squares applied to observed 

subsamples will not give consistent estimates. The inconsistency 

is similar to Tobin's model [27]. An alternative procedure which 

will give consistent and asymptotically efficient estimates is the 

maximum likelihood method. However, as our model is highly noo-

linear, maximum likelihood methods which depend on numerical 

iterative procedures will not be easily accomplished without good 

initial estimates. As shown by Amemiya [1] in Tobin's model, if 

we can start with consistent estimates, the maximum likelihood 
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procedure will be greatly simplified; each Newton-Raphson iteration 

(or Modified Newton-Raphson [2]) will give consistent and asymptotically 

efficient estimates. 

As s'uggested in Lee [15], we can estimate the parameters in 

4 the switching regression model by simple two stage methods. The 

two stage methods utilize modified least squares in the first stage 

and probit maximum likelihood in the second stage. More specifically, 

denote tP t • ZtCl + Wt C2 • 

The reduced form becomes 

The underlying conditions define a probit model as 

I • 1 iff tP t ~ £ t ot 

Hence the parameters Cl and C2 can be estimated consistently by 

the probit analysis. To estimate the S's, we notice that 

f(tlt) 

F~ t) 
• -0 1£ 

o 

E(£2tI1t • 0)· O2£ f(tPt)/(l-F~ t» where f and 
o 

F are standard normal density and distribution functions respectively. 

Hence 
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which can be rewritten as, 

where 

In the second stage, the probit estimates of C1 and C2 are 
A 

used to get an estimate ", of ", Wi th sub samples corre-'I't 'I't • 

sponding to It - 1, ordinary least squares estimate a from the 

equation 

It has been shown in Lee and Trost [18] that these estimates 

are consistent under general conditions. Similarly we can con-

sistent1y estimate 62• If some coefficients are equal a priori 

in the two equations Y1t and Y2t , it is also Vossib1e to 

incorporate them in the two stage procedure. The two equations 

can be combined with the D method proposed by Go1dfe1d and Quandt 

[7] into a single equation. Two stage method is then applied to 

this combined equation. A more detail discussion on this method 

can be found in Lee [15]. 
,. 

With estimates C1 and C
2 

from the probit analysis and 

estimates 
,. 

and 
.. 

consistent estimates of two stage 61 62 ' 

'fo1 /a* , r. 2Ia* and y/a* can be derived via the equations: 
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A 1;1 A 1;2 A 

C1 
,."L+_ BIO + cr* B20 cr* cr* 

,.. A 1;1 A 1;2 
and C2 = cr* B11 +- B2l . cr* 

If the model is exactly identified, we will have a unique solution 

and the estimation procedure corresponds to the usual indirect 

least square procedure. However this is not the case if it is 

over-identified. To overcome the ambiguity, a two stage procedure 

is available. We can modify the decision function as 

where € is a resultant disturbance which is asymptotically 
o 

standard normal. The probit maximum likelihood procedure is then 

applied to estimate y/cr* , c; /cr* 
1 

To give it a name, we will call it a two stage probit analysis. 

Under general conditions, this two stage probit estimates are con-

sistent. The proof is presented in the next section. Estimates of 

parameters in E can be derived from reduced form parameters 

and if additional restrictions are available. 

Otherwise, they can not be identified and hence are not estimable. 

To estimate 

can be used. 

and cr 2€ ,the estimated residuals 
o 
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As shown in Lee and Trost [18] or Johnson and Katz [14], 

and 

which gives 

2 
£ "" It 

2 f("p ) 
o - 0

2 
1/1 t / F(1/I ) + ~lt 1 1£ t t o 

To estimate , ordinary least squares can be applied 

to 

2 
= ° -1 

where 
,.. , 

£It = Y
t 

- BIXlt are the estimated residuals. Similarly 

we can estimate 2 and 02£ All these estimates are con-
o 

sis tent as shown in Lee and Trost [18]. As we recall we also have 

consistent estimates on 01£ and 02e from the two stage procedu~e, 
o 0 

2 we may simplify the procedure to estimate 01 2 and 02 only. Those 

estimates from the above procedures can be shown to be asymptotically 

normally distributed. However the asymptotic variance matrices are 

quite complicated. 
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With all the parameters consistently estimated, asymptotically 

efficient estimates can be derived with two step maximum likelihood 

procedures and their asymptotic variances can e.asily be derived. 

The likelihood function for this model is 

where fl and f2 are the jointly normal den~ity functions for 

and tIt' tot 

function is 

'1' 
R.nL = t 

tel 

+ 

where 

with 

respectively. The logarithmic likelihood 

1 (Ylt-ZtSlO-WtSll) 
{It [R.n - ~ + R.n ~ (nIt)] 

°1 °1 

Y -Z S -w S 
(I-It) [R.n ~ ~(2t t 20 t 21) + in ~ (n2t)]} 

°2 °2 

the correlation coefficients of 

£2t. eot respectively and ~ and ~ are standard normal density. 

and distribution functions. 
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The two step maximum likelihood estimates (2SML) e* 

with consistent estimators e are defined as 

2 --1 e*- e _[a 1nL(e)] a1nL(e) 
aeae' ae 

The square roots of the diagonal elements in 

2 - -1 [a 1nLce)] 
aeae' 

will consistently estimate the asymptotic standard errors of 

these estimates. 

The analytical first and second derivatives of t~e logarithmic 

likelihood function can be derived in our model. However, the 

expressions for the second derivatives are complicated. Instead 

of using second derivatives of the logarithmic likelihood function, 

we can use the covariance matrix of the gradient 

where 
Y -z /3 _W /3 

L - I [in ~(lt t 10 tIl) + in~(nlt)] 
t t 01 01 

Y -Z /3 -W /3 
+ (1-1 )[in -1 ~(2t t 20 t 2l)+in~(n )] 

t 02 02 2t 

The 2SML is then defined as 

- T e* - e + [-t tal 

aR.nL
t

(9) 

ae 

and the asymptotic covariance matrix of the 2SML can be consistently 

estimated by 
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~ ~-l 
ainL

t
(0) ainL

t
(0) 

[ ~ T ] 
t=l a0 a0' 

The first derivatives in our model are as follows. To simplify 

notations, subscripts t will be dropped out and we denote 

ainL 

+ (I-I) [ -
~* 

1 . 

Il-p2 
2 

r;t 
+ (1-1) [ - ;:=::::::; 

11-P~ 

--- r; * 
{I( 2 

a620 11-p2 
1 

H"'2) 
----"''--)} z' 
l-Hn2) 
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1 

1 

/l-:p2 
1 

- (I-I) 

2 (Y -ze -We ) 
a1nL _ ~ T (1-1)[- -1 + 2 20 21 
a02 t-l O2 o~ 

1 } z' 
h-p2 

2 
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3. Consistency of Two Stage Probit Estimator 

In this section, we would like to show that the two stage 

probit estimator is strongly consistent. To prove this property, 

we need some lemmas. 

Lemma 1: Let ~ (w,$), m=l, .•• ,~ be a sequence of measurable 
m 

functions on a measurable space n and for each W€n, a continuous 

function for $€~, ~ being compact. Then there exists a sequence 

of measurable functions ~m(w), m=l, ••. ,~ such that ~ (w,~ (w» m m 

'"' sup ~ (w,~) 
~€~ m 

for all wd2 and m=l, ••• ,~. Furthe~ore, if for 

almost every ~ (w,~) m 
converges to ~(~) uniformly for all 

A 

~£~ and if ~(~) has a unique global maximum at $*€~, then ~m 

converges to $* for almost every WEn. 

Lemma 2: Let II be a probability measure over a Euclidean space 

S, let ~ be a compact subset of a Euclidean space and let g(s,~) 

be a continuous function of ~ for each S€S and a measurable 

function of s for each $€~. Assume also that Ig(s,~JI~ a for 

all s and ~ and some finite a. For any sequence W'" sl' s2' ••• ' 

let ~ (~~) - r M g(s ,~)/M and let 
M mo=l m 

be the set of all sequences 

w. If sequence ware drawn as random samples from S, then for . 

almost every realized such sequence, as M ~ ~ 

uniformly for all ~€~. 

Lemma 1 is in Amemiya [l]. Lemma 2 is a law of large numbers 

in Jennrich [13J. These lemmas have been used in many other studies 

in the literature, see e.g., Manski and Lermann [23]. 
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Lemma 3: Let ;:T(01 ,92) be a sequence 

a compact set 

estimator of ° 
0 

2 

Proof: V e: > 0, 

HI x H2 . Suppose 

which is an interior 

there exists T > 0 o 

of continuous function on 

A 

0
2T is a strongly consistent 

point in H2 . fT converges 

such that 

for all T ~ T and 
o 

. 
As a uniform limit function of a sequence of functions, f is 

continuous. Since HI x H2 is compact, f is also uniformly 

continuous. Thus there exists Tl > 0 such that 

It follows then V T > T 
• 0 

Q.E.D. 
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With these lemmas, we can prove our theorem. To simplify the notations, 

let Xt = (Zt' X1t , X2t), St = (It,Xt ), w - {St} ~ - (Y'~lt~2) 

The~: Assume that the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. {Eot } are independently identically distributed standard 

normal variables. 

2. X
t 

is a random sample drawn from a compact measurable 

space X with bounded density function g(Xt ) and X
t 

is independent with t:: ot for all t 

3. The parameter space H1 ' x H2 of (~,a) are compact and 

the true parameter (~O, eO) is an interior point in 

HI x H2 • 

4. The rank condition for equation 1* is satisfied. 

'" 5. aT is a strongly consistent estimator of e 

A 

Then the two stage probit estimator ~ T is strongly consistent. 

Proof: Let us denote 

The log likelihood function divided by sample size is 

LT*(Wt~,a) converges to ~(~,e) uniformly on HI x H2 • 
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A 

By lemma 3, it follows LT*(w,~,aT) converges to ~(~,aO) uniformly 

on HI' This theorem will follow from lemma 1 if ~(~,aO) has a 

unique maximum at ~o€Hl' So it remains to prove that ~(~,aO) 

has a unique maximum at ~o. It is known that a probit likelihood 

function is concave on the parameter space (see Haberman [10]). Hence, 

LT*(~~,aT) is concave on HI' As a limit function of LT~(w,~,aT) , 

~(~,aO) must be concave. Since ~o is an interior point in HI' 

~(~,aO) must be strictly concave if ~(~,aO) has a local strict 

it follows ~(~,aO) has a unique maximum at ~o if ~(~,aO) 

has a local strict maximum at ~o • 

Consider 

Denote ~t - ZtY + (XltalO)~l + (X2ta2°)~2' It can easily be 

shown that 

Z I 

t 

where f and F are the standard normal density and distribution function 

respectively. It follows that ~(~O,S·) - 0 • 

Z I 
t 

XltSlo [Zt Xltai X2tai]g(Xt)dXt 
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Since Hl and X are compact, there exists a constant k > 0 

such that 

Hence 

F('¥ ) (l-F('¥ » 
t t 

o 

-k J 
X 

As XltBi = ZtBiO + WtB~l 

It implies 

1. 
where A = -k [ 

o 

> k = on Hl x X 

I 

I 

o 

LZW is the variance-covariance of (Zt' Wt ) • 

From the rank condition, [ has full column rank. 

A is therefore a negative definite matrix and so is 

The theorem follows as $(~O,BO) has a local strict maximum at ~o • 

Q.E.D. 
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4. Binary Choice Models with Multivariate Limited Dependent Variables 

The binary choice models are ready to be extended to the multi-

variate and switching simultaneous equation systems. In those models, 

many limited dependent variables will be involved in the decision 

process. First, let us consider the multivariate case. 

Ylt = ZtalO + wtall + £It 

Y2t = Zta20 + wt
a
2l + £2t 

- £ 
t 

where Zt and Wt are vectors of exogeneous variables. In this 

model, the disturbances are assumed to be jointly normal with zero 

mean; independently and identically distributed for each observation. 

The endogeneous variables Y 's 
t 

are limited dependent. The k 

equations of limited dependent variables are divided into two regimes 

and the sample separation is assumed to be available. In the decision 

function I~, the k «k) limited dependent variables involved come 
o -

from either one of regimes. 

In this system, the a's are always identifiable. It remains 

to investigate identification conditions for the coefficients in the 

decision function. The reduced form of the decision function is 



I * t 

- e: ot 

where var(e:ot ) = 1. Denote 
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r; r;k 
L 1 0 

Cl :a a* + a*B 10 + •••. + a* 13k 0 
o 

Obviously C1 and C2 are identifiable. Thus the identification 

condition for the coefficients in the decision function is that 

has full column rank, i.e., rank equals k o 

A necessary condition is that the number of excluded exogeneous 

variables in the decision function is at least ko which is the 

number of limited dependent variables involved in the decision 

function. 

Now let us consider a switching simultaneous equation model. 

In this model, there are two subsystems of usual simultaneous 

equations and a decision function. 
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where Y
lt

, Y2t are G1 and G2 vectors of endogeneous variables. 

In this syste~, sample separation is assumed to be available. Y
lt 

and Y
2t 

are limited dependent and they are observable only when 

the relevant choice is made. As in the previous models, distur-

bances are jointly normal and are independent for different observations. 

It is easy to see that the simultaneous equations in each regime 

will be identifiable under usual rank conditions for each regime. 

To identify the decision function, we can proceed from the reduced 

form. The reduced form for the whole system is 

Y2t - TI 20Zt + TI 2lWt + v2t 

~ ~l ~2 ~l ~2 
1* - (0* + 0* TIIO + 0* TI 20) Zt + (o*nll + 0*n21 )Wt - Eot 

where E(Eot)· O. Denote 

~ ~l ~2 
CI • 0* + 0* TIIO + 0* TI20 

tl /;2 
C2 - 0* TIll + 0* TI21 

Thus 

L. C 
~l r;2 

0* I - 0* TI IO - 0* TI 20 

/;1 ~2 TIll 
(**) [0* t 0*] ] - C 

TI2l 
2 

So all the parameters TI and C
l 

t C
2 

are identifiable, parameters 

/;1 ~2 
Y- will be identifiable under certain conditions on 0* ' 0* t 0* 
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7;1 1;11 
0], 

7;21 7;21 
0] where all the Assume -= --= [~ , 0* a* a* 

components of 1;11 and 7;21 are nonzero. The equation (**) is 

IIll * 

II 11 ** 
7;11 7;21 

0, , 0] = C 0* 
, 

0* II2l * 2 

II2l ** 

The necessary and sufficient condition for the identification of 

the coefficients in the decision function is that 

[IIll*' ~ II2l*'] has full column rank. 

An equivalent condition in terms of coefficients in the structural 

eq~tion is as follows. To simplify the expression, let us rewrite 

the original system as 

where y '- (Y *' It 1 t J 

y * It 

Y ** It' 

y * 
2t 

Y ** 2t 

y **') 
It 

+ 

and 
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[ :10 
BII 0 0 flO 

rll ] Premultiply the matrix 
0 1320 B2l f 2o' f 21 

by [B~1 0_ } it is 
OBI 

2 

[ -1 
0_ J [ B10 Bli 0 0 flO r1~ • t 0 -ITlO -n1~ Bl 

0 B 1 0 0 B20 B21 f 20 f21 . I -IT20 -IT 
2 2 

Hence 

Thus 

. 
0 0 -1! * 

[ -1 
11 

Bl 
o J rll 0 rll] I 0 -IT ** 
B;1 0 B21f21 = 

11 
0 0 0 -IT 'It 

21 

0 I -IT ** 21 

has full row rank is equivalent to that 

f

1J has full row rank. 
r21 

This identification condition is 

similar to the rank condition for usual simultaneous equation models 

with zero restrictions. 

As pointed out in previous sections, parameters of the disturbances 

cannot be identifiable without strong assumptions. This is also the 

case for the multivariate and simultaneous equation system. Under 

the assumption that disturbances in different regimes are independent, 

all parameters will be identifiable. Anyway, it should be noted that 
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cov (£1 £ ) t ot 
and cov (£2 ,£ ) t ot 

will 

also be identifiable if the structural coefficients are identified. 

This is so, since var (vlt ) , var (v2t ) , 

COY (v2t£ot) are always identifiable. As 

cov (vI £ ) t ot 
and 

it follows that 

Now let us consider the estimations for these models. As the 

multivariate system can be regarded a~ the reduced form of the 

simultaneous equation system, it is sufficient to consider the 

estimation procedure for tn~ simultaqeous equation system. The 

two stage estimation procedures disc~.$~d are ready to be applied 

to each equation in the requced form and tne decision function. SO 

the reduced form parameters IT Y~2 and ~'o*' 0* can be consistently 
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estimated. If the simultaneous equations in each regime are exactly 

identified, the structural coefficients can be derived uniquely 

from them. This is similar to indirect least squares procedure. 

If equations are overidentified, it would be more appropriated to 

follow other procedures. One of the procedures that can be used 

is again a two stage procedure. 

Without loss of generality, let us consider the first structural 

equation in regime 1. The first structural equation can be rewrit-

ten as 

Denote the reduced form of equations in regime 1 as 

where x 's 
t 

are exogeneous variables. Based on the sub samples 

corresponding to 1-1 
t ' 

we have 

where 

and 

Yllt - (TI12Xt)Bl12 + "'+(U1G1Xt)Bl1Gl + a llO + 

X1talll + ••• + ~tallk - °llEf('l't)/F('l't) + vllt 

E(v1lt I It = 1) - O. 
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After the estimated IT and the estimated ~t are substituted into 

the above equation, ordinary least squares can then be applied to 

estimate 811 and all consistently. Similarly, we can estimate 

all the other structural coefficients. If there are equality 

restrictions on coefficients in corresponding equations in different 

regimes, the equations can be combined as pointed out in the pre-

vious model by the D method and two stage method is then applied. 

It remains now to estimate the identifiable covariance parameters 

of the disturbances. It is noted that 

V i,j = 1, .•. ,Gl 

where 

Similarly, 

V i,j = 1, ••• ,G2 

With these equations and the estimated residuals, var(v
lt

), var(v
2t

) 

cov(vlt£ot) and cov(v2t £ot) can be consistently estimated by 

least squares. It follows var (£1 ), var(£2 ), cov(£l £ ) 
.t t t ot 

cov(£2 £ ) can be estimated. 
t ot 

and 
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With all the identifiable parameters consistently estimated, 

the two step maximum likelihood procedure is then applicable. For 

this simultaneous equation model, the likelihood function is 

where 

T 

• II 
t-l 

exp {-

(2II) 1 

CD 

I 
1/2 exp { -

I-I 
t 

02 cCOV(E 2 ' ,E ). 
E t ot o 

l· 
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5. Empirical Applications: 

The models we have discussed are quite general. Many limited 

dependent variables in the literature can be regarded as special 

cases of these models. Among those, Tobin's model [27], Heckman's 

female labor supply model [11], Nelson's censored regression models 

[25], disequilibrium market models with sample separation such as 

models in Fair and Jaffee [5], Maddala and Nelson [21] and Goldfeld 

and Quandt [8], can be analysed and estimated by our procedures. 

We have also applied our models and procedures to other areas of 

empirical studies. 

In Lee [16], we have studied the simultaneous effect of unionism 

on wage rates and workers decision to join labor unions. In that 

study) a three equations model with limited dependent variables 

and dichotomous endogeneous variables has been estimated with opera

tives data from SEO surveys. We found significance effects On both 

directions. An estimated average union nonunion wage differentials 

of about 15% was obtained. 

In Lee and Trost [18], we have studied a housing expenditure 

model. The model differs from previous studies in that it takes 

into account the simultaneous determination of how much to spend 

and the housing purchasing decision. The model is estimated with 

survey data from A Panel Study of Income Dynamics. By using a 

maximum likelihood ratio test, we found evidence that simultaneity 

does exist. 
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In Lee [17], a modal choice of travel to work model with 

incomplete data has been estimated. In that model, we develope 

a five equations models -- two costs equations, two time equations 

and a decision equation. The data we used are again from A Panel 

Study of Income Dynamics. In that data set, the cost and time data 

for the chosen mode are available but not the alternatives. The 

model is for the whole population in U.S. economy rather than re

regional models. In this problem, we are interested in workers' 

choices of driving his own car or using public carrie~ to workplaces. 

We have found that besides the adequacy of public transportation, 

costs and time, personal characteristics such as sex and race also 

play an important role in choosing the travel modes. The value of 

time was found to be 21 percent of the average wage rate in our 

sample which b compatible with previous studies. 
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Footnotes 

1. If Y
lt 

and Y2t are always observable, the identification 

problem will be the same but estimation will be easier. In 

2. 

this case, equations Ylt and Y2t can be estimated by least 

squares and the decision function can be estimated by two stage 

probit method as discussed below. 

2 2 
Parameters a1 , a2, a l , a2 , alE and 

o 
a2 can be estimated 

EO 

consistently and hence they must be identifiable. 

3. Discussions on various different recursive models with quali-

tative variables can be found in Maddala and Lee [20]. 

4. Similar procedures have also been discussed in the context of 

labor supply models in Gronau [9], Lewis [19], and Heckman [12]. 
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